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Lombok, August 29, 2018
The action of caring for the earthquake victims that hit the community on the island of
Lombok continued to flow from all corners of
the country, not to mention donations from
Informasi Teknologi Indonesia, PT or use to
call Jatis Mobile.
The CEO of Jatis Mobile Erik Rivai Ridzal took
the time to directly hands over the donations
and also convey deep sympathy and sorrow
to all the people affected by the earthquake
in Lombok.
“The earthquake that occurred in Lombok
brought considerable damage, including
more than 500 deaths, tens of thousands of
houses were destroyed, hundreds of people
were injured and hundreds of thousands of
people lost their homes,” said Erik
Jatis Mobile distributes basic necessities and
cash for 1200 refugees in Kahyangan district,
North Lombok. “We hope this assistance can
ease the suffering on the people of Lombok,”
add Erik.
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Seedbox adds investment feature
in GCash App to serve the
Philippine market
“Seedbox Technologies, Inc. (member of Indivara Group) has
teamed up with Globe Fintech Innovations Inc., which operates
GCash, the Philippines’ largest mobile wallet, to develop GCash Invest Money, a new feature on the GCash App which allows GCash
users to invest in investment funds.”
Seedbox Technologies, Inc. (member of Indivara Group) has teamed up with Globe Fintech Innovations Inc., which operates GCash,
the Philippines’ largest mobile wallet, to develop GCash Invest Money, a new feature on
the GCash App which allows GCash users to
invest in investment funds.

“Currently we have about 5,000 users in
Seedbox and by partnering with GCash we
expect to have at least 10,000 users more
only from GCash communities by end of
2018,” said Manny Nepomuceno, General
Manager of Seedbox Technologies, Inc.

With this partnership GCash could start ofGCash is the latest partner of Seedbox, and fering other funds powered by Seedbox,
with this cooperation, Seedbox expects to which is in line with GCash’s mission to prodouble its customers by the end of 2018. vide Filipinos access to financial services.
Currently, GCash has around 9 million users
in the Philippines. In the first phase, the Invest Money feature will be available only to
500 users.
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About Mynt
Mynt is a partnership between Globe Telecom, the Ayala
Corporation, and Ant Financial, that provides innovative
and first-in-world fintech solutions to consumers, merchants, and organizations. Its vision is to enable financial access for consumers and merchants by disrupting traditional
channels through digital financial technology services. It
operates two fintech companies: GCash, a micropayment
service that transforms the mobile phone into a virtual
wallet for secure, fast, and convenient money transfer, and
Fuse, a tech-based lending company that enables Filipinos
to get microloans to business loans without the traditional
requirements set by banks and other lending institutions.
For more information, visit mynt.xyz.

About GCash
GCash is an internationally-acclaimed micropayment service that transforms the mobile phone into a virtual wallet
for secure, fast, and convenient money transfer. GCash can
be used to buy prepaid load, pay bills, send money, make
donations, shop online, and even purchase goods without
the need to bring any cash.
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PJI 2nd
COMMUNICATION DAY
Jakarta, August 31, 2018
Pradipta Jatis Indonesia, PT one of Indivara
Group subsidiaries which focused on software
factory and IT outsourcing services held their
2nd Communication Day which brought “The
PRIDE Culture” as event theme.
PRIDE is the abbreviation of five Indivara Group
core value which every employees of this group
should implement it as their daily working culture.
Continues to next page
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The event was a combination of serious and fun activities, took place in Hoax café, Ancol
the event began with a speech from Mr. Akira Takahashi the Managing Director of PJI after
that Mr. Michael Seno Setiawan and Ms. Sofianti Fitria Sari have their chance to share business updates from their department. Just like the first communication day event, this time
PJI management also give appreciation to employees who have done a great job on their
project assignment and in this event there were 36 people whose got this award.
EDITORIAL STAFF

WRITER & EDITOR
Ketut Adi Yogiswara

CREATIVE
Art Director : Ketut Adi Yogiswara
Designer : Burt Eckhard Esra

To have a clear description of how to implement PRIDE as
the culture of daily working habits, there were some team
building activities held by the event committee.
From the employees side, this kind of event is always in
their wish list because beside bring so much fun, it also
could make them know each other more and see the other
side of their colleagues including their bosses.
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Pradita Science and Technology
Institute students visit Indivara
Group to learn what is like to be
working as an IT professional
August 10, 2018,
As part of an educational tour, students of
Pradita Science and Techonlogy Institute visited Indivara Group, which is one of the largest IT holding company in South East Asia.
A group of 20 students from the department
of Informatics Technology and Information
Systems textile engineering, along with
faculty members, were part of this one-day
event.
Wahyu Tisno Atmojo, head of the department, said, “The students visited Indivara
Group, where they have shown demonstrations of a platform development process
and working environment in IT company.”
Q3 2018 - Indivara Group Newsletter

Beside that the students also got an overview
presentation about the possibilities role that
the students could take after they’ve graduated from Mr. Michael Seno Setiawan and
also an introduction of SDLC process. “The
students were really impressed with the
working culture in Indivara Group, because
they could witness how relax are the system
developers when doing their job but the results is really awesome”, add Wahyu.
This program is one of various program that
Indivara Group and Pradita Institute will run
together as part of partnership commitment.
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Google’s new search
features tap AI to make
your Android phone and
PC even smarter
We didn’t expect Google to copy something
from Yahoo, of all search engines.
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Microsoft’s not the only company using AI to
improve the quality of its services. Google,
in marking the 20th anniversary of Google
search, announced its own plans to tap artificial intelligence, including enticing you
to interact more with its rebranded, deeper
Discover activity feed and other services.
Ben Gomes, the vice president in charge of
Search and the Google Assistant, outlined
several changes the company is making to
enhance Google’s search algorithm. Interestingly, the majority of the changes seem
slated to appear within Google’s mobile
app. Most also seem to involve getting you
to interact more with Google’s services, so
the search algorithm can learn more about
you—and make smarter guesses about
what you’ll engage with more, for instance.
Gomes wrote that a full 15 percent of everyday queries are completely unknown to the
Google search algorithm.
Why this matters: Artificial intelligence (AI)
seems to be the new watchword at companies like Google, Microsoft and others:
sprinkle a little AI on a feature, and watch its
engagement grow. In this case, there’s a benefit—cool stuff!—and a cost: You have to be
signed in to Google’s services, which some
people avoid for privacy’s sake. In fact, it’s interesting that Google announced this today,
as there was yet another flap over Google’s
latest privacy snafu.

Google’s history cards will display if
Google thinks they’re relevant.

Later this year, the Search box will reveal
cards that link back to your previous searches, “when it’s useful,” Google says. The idea
is very similar to Microsoft’s “pick up where
you left off” language, which it’s used to describe the Windows Timeline feature—in
fact, Google used this same phrase when
Here’s a short list of the changes you’ll see describing its new Search features.
within Google’s search algorithm.
Collections: A better bookmark?
Activity Cards: A smarter search history
You’re probably aware of how to access your If you’ve ever searched for a topic over time,
Search History on a desktop browser: CTRL+ you might forget what you saw, and where.
H, typically. But when you try to dig out a Old fogies might be tempted to use a browssite you’ve searched for previously, it can be er bookmark to remember their place, but
a chore: You’ll have to manually enter terms Google has a new name for this: Collections.
in the search box and try to remember which It will debut later this fall.
pages led you where.
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Want to store a page for later?
Try a bookmark Collections.
Instead of putting a webpage in a bookmark, or a folder
of bookmarks, you assign a search card to a Collection
of given topics. As Collections seem like just a reimagining of the bookmark process, the process sounds pretty
similar
The Google feed, now called Discover
One of the innovations that Yahoo brought to search
before ceding it to Bing was its emphasis on searching
through exploration: Yahoo’s algorithmically generated homepages would encourage you to click a topic and explore it, generating more and more clicks as
you delved deeper. Google offers something similar: its
Feed, accessible by clicking on the search box within an
Android phone.
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Google’s activity feed of things it
algorithmically thinks you’ll like: Discover.
The feed is renamed Discover, but the premise is the same: Based upon your history,
Google will suggest numerous topics for
you to click and explore later this year.
The cards that the Discover feed shows you
will offer different ways of interacting with
it. A flower-like Discover icon allows you to
drill down. A little, unnamed control panel
icon will push more or less content to your
feed—your choice. If you’re starting to explore a given topic or location, Google may
consider some of the content to be “evergreen,” and relevant even if it’s a few weeks
or months old. And if you speak multiple languages—based on your searches—Google’s
will try to figure that out, too.

One of Microsoft’s responses to our story on
how Bing has lost its way was that one of the
innovations within Bing’s image search was
its ability to pull out elements of an image,
such as a pair of shoes in a photo of a living
room, and use that as the basis of an entirely
new search. Now Google says it will bring
the same ability to Google Images (via a feature called Lens) in the coming weeks.
Google also said the company would now
do a better job of suggesting videos to illustrate what you’re searching for.

In all, using AI to enhance the way in which
Google interacts with you is nothing new.
The real test will be how much you interact
with Google, based upon its new search feaDiving deep within Google Images search, tures.
with Lens
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